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Algorand choice 

pledges to be the greenest blockchain 
with a carbon-negative network 
now and in the future 

aqa.earth chooses to build on 
Algorand 
to fullfill its mission as 
custodians of our living environment 
now and in the future

Why Algorand ? 



aqa.earth chooses to build on 
Algorand because of its small 
ecological footprint

Bitcoin: Et = 930 [kWh/txn], not all final

Ethereum: Et = 70 [kWh/txn], not all final

Algorand: Et = 0.000008 [kWh/txn], all final

* April, 2021, complex, use case specific

ecological footprint of 
blockchains *



 

aqa.earth use case on Algorand 

10.000 sensors with each 6 uploads / hour

Competes with the 
energy use of a single 

server






We successfully tested the  
core Algorand functionality, with 
crazy bananas

crazy bananas

crazybananas.io

tinyman python SDK

python ALGO SDK

http://crazybananas.io


50 AQAT epochs

50 AQAS epochs

675 AQAM epochs

treasury

staking fees

mining fees

1000 epochs

225 AQAM epochs mining fees aqa.earth

1 epoch = 1.000.000 AQA

We minted 1000.000.000 AQA 
Tokens on the Algorand block 
chain



50 AQAT epochs

50 AQAS epochs

675 AQAM epochs

treasury

staking fees

mining fees

1000 epochs

225 AQAM epochs mining fees aqa.earth

1 epoch = 1.000.000 AQA

We distributed 1000.000.000 
AQA Tokens over 1000 Algorand 
addresses

We created 1000 Epochs each 
with an own Algorand address

50 AQAT epochs

50 AQAS epochs

675 AQAM epochs

treasury

staking fees

mining fees

1000 epochs

225 AQAM epochs mining fees aqa.earth

1 epoch = 1.000.000 AQA



 

Creating test pool on tinyman  
on 5 July 2022 

3132,05 Algo 1900 AQA

AQA price ~ 0,5  euro



WOW this is way to high 
for the moment, due to 
our Epoch structure 

   Screenshot 6 July 2022                     



 

Updating our pool and AQA value 
on tinyman on 19 July 2022 

~ 15k  Algo ~ 580k AQA

AQA price ~ 0,007 

All AQA holders were generously 
compensated in ALGO and new 
AQA for their initial investment -

early investors rewarded in 
total with ~ 11k AQA  

- 27k AQA bought with team 
account 4CBN4K.....2N6NI 



Still high due to our 
Epoch structure, but 
room to grow :) 

   Screenshot 28 August 2022                     



 

ALGO - AQA pool composition 
on tinyman

   Screenshot 28 August 2022                     



Internal dashboards on AQA server 
successfully tested from 19-08 to 
26-08

1k small AQA for ALGO swap 
transactions at a frequency of 
once per 10 minutes from test 
account EU46Q.....DTPPQ (~ 43 
AQA, so 0.32 USD in total). 



 

New insight that a community 
data base of surface water 
quality photos is of great 
added value to locate areas of 
attention.
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Make pictures of 
surface water and 
Get rewarded in 
AQA if you like

Android en iOS app
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we shine a light on water 
Aqa.earth's mission is to collectively shine a light on water quality in our 
immediate living environment. Knowing the quality of the water helps us 

safeguard our collective health, ecology and well-being 

 aqa.data    

Aqa.earth is giving value to local stakeholders by providing them with a 
dashboard. The dashboard gives local water-related insights based on the 

data of sensors in the area and several algorithms. 

 aqa.sensor  

Shining a light on water quality refers to our robust sensor technology for 
measuring the surface water quality using different wavelengths (colors) of 

light. 

 AQA.crypto  

The aqa.earth network uses blockchain technologies to facilitate the 
immutability of the data and organize the value flow to local sensor owners 

who provide sensor investment and contribute data to the network. 

aqa.earth 

http://www.aqa.earth
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